
 

 
By P.D.Warne

4 players | Ages 8 and up | 20 minutes

A GAME OF GHOSTLIGHT PATH-PUZZLING

Wisp in the ValEWisp in the ValETM



Wisp in the ValE
— For use with the Larklamp Magic Lantern Game System — 

The will-o’-the-wisp is a malevolent spirit that appears 
at night near swamps, woods, bogs and vales, luring 

travellers off their paths and into darkness using the light of 
its lantern. 

A wisp has been lurking in a vale nearby, enticing friends and 
neighbours from your village with its unearthly glow. You 
and your fellow villagers must work together to elude the 
wisp’s charms, cross the vale and get home safely before you 
are all cast into endless sleep, never to be seen again.

components

l a r  k l a m  p

Wisp ValE in the

4x Wisp in the 
Vale side panels

1x Wisp in the 
Vale base panel

1x Wisp 
Game piece

1x Wisp in the 
Vale Toppet plate

4x Charm 
Markers

1x Soldier
Game piece

1x Farmer 
game piece

1x baker 
Game piece

For video instructions on game 
setup and how to play visit 
www.lumoamuzo.com

Warning
CHOKING HAZARD! Not for use by children under three 
years of age.

Designed and Intended for use with adult 
supervision only.



Home space: There is a square-shaped home space located 
above the start space in each field. Each home belongs to a 
different player.  The symbols on the base panel indicate the 
field in which each player's home is located.

River: In between each field is a shadowy river, which 
players must cross to get to another field. A river can only 
be crossed at the bottom of each field, in the light spaces 
closest to the Larklamp (see diagram below).

Charm counters: Each field contains a charm 
counter at its top, surrounding the start and home 
spaces. Charm counters are only used in Race in the Vale 
minigame.  

Villagers can move on light spaces in any direction. The wisp can move 
on light or shadow spaces in any direction.

Villagers can only cross the river in the light spaces at the bottom of 
each field. The wisp cannot cross the river unless it teleports (see Wisp 
Actions).
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Home Indicator

Fields: The board is projected in four (4) fields around 
the Larklamp. Together, the fields make up the game board. 

Light space: There are 18 fully-illuminated light spaces 
on the board.

Shadow space: There are 10 partially-illuminated 
shadow spaces on the board.

Start space: There is one triangle-shaped start space at 
the top of each field.



ObJectivE
1. Villagers: Reach home safely before the wisp puts 

you and your neighbours to sleep in the vale.

2. Wisp: Put the villagers to sleep in the vale before they 
reach home.

playeR turns
Three (3) players are villagers working together and one (1)  
player is the wisp working against the villagers. Players take 
turns moving across the vale while strategically helping or 
hindering one another using charms.

1. spin the toppet to determine how many 
actions To take. The number that the toppet 
lands on is the number of actions a player can take 
(e.g. 1, 2, 3 or 4 actions). 

2. spend all actions. Villagers and the wisp have 
different options for the actions that they can take 
(see the next two (2) pages).

3. continue turns in a clockwise direction 
until the villagers or the wisp wins. 
Everyone, including the wisp, takes a turn. 

Race in the Vale, a 2-4 player minigame, is 
included later in this rulebook. It’s a great 
introduction to the many of the concepts 
included in Wisp in the Vale gameplay and 
can be used as a warm-up game.

tHe toppet
 • The toppet is spun to determine how many actions 

each player wins during a game round.
 • When the toppet lands, the upright number touching 

the table surface is the number used for gameplay. 

Game setuP
1. Place all Wisp in the Vale side panels in the Larklamp 

with their front (artwork) sides facing outward. 

2. Each player chooses a game piece. 

3. Each player sits in front of the field that is directly 
across the board from their home space. 

4. Each player places their game piece in the start 
space at the top of the field they are sitting in front 
of (see The Board). 

5. The player to the left of the wisp takes the first turn.



Effect Cost Explanation

Move 1 
action

Move one (1) light space 
or shadow space in any 
direction (up, down, left 
or right). Do not cross the 
river.

Teleport 1 
action

Move the wisp from its 
current shadow space to 
any other shadow space on 
the board.

Cast a 
charm: 
Field Flip

1 
action

Remove any side panel from 
the Larklamp.

Turn the panel around and 
replace it in the Larklamp 
with the the back (blank) side 
facing outward.

Cast a 
charm: 
Field Swap

1 
action

Switch any two (2) side 
panels from the Larklamp.

Do not flip the panels when 
they are switched.

Cast a 
charm:
Put a 
villager 
to sleep

1 
action

The wisp can perform this 
action only when it is in the 
same space as the villager it 
puts to sleep.

Lay the villager game piece 
on its side.

While a villager is asleep, they 
cannot move or play their 
turn.

Wisp Actions
effect Cost Explanation

Move 1 
action

Move one (1) light 
space in any direction 
(up, down, left or right) or 
across the river.

Cast a charm: 
Field Flip

1 
action

Remove any side panel 
from the Larklamp.

Turn the panel around and 
replace it in the Larklamp 
with the the back (blank) 
side facing outward.

Cast a charm: 
Field Swap

1 
action

Switch any two (2) side 
panels from the Larklamp.

Do not flip the panels 
when they are switched.

Cast a charm:
Wake up a 
villager

2 
actions

Stand up a villager that has 
been put to sleep by the 
wisp. They may now move 
normally and play their 
turn.

Villager Actions



have one (1) action to spend. 
 • Villagers at their home can choose to pass instead of 

spending their one (1) action during their turn.

Winning the Game
The villagers win if they all reach their homes. 

The wisp wins if all of the villagers who have not reached 
their homes have been put to sleep.

shadoW spaces
VILLAGERS

 • Villagers cannot move into shadow spaces.
 • If, as a result of a field flip or a field swap, a 

villager ends up in a shadow space, they cannot 
move from that space until either they or another 
player cast a new field flip or a field swap 
charm that changes the space from shadow to 
light. 

 • Villagers who are trapped in shadow spaces may 
still spin the toppet and take actions during their 
turn.

WISP
 • The wisp can move or teleport in shadow spaces. 
 • If, as a result of a villager performing a field flip 

or a field swap, the wisp ends up in a shadow 
space, the villager who cast the charm can 
teleport the wisp to any other shadow space on 
the board.

A player can not use a charm to undo the 
last charm that was cast.

Reaching home
 • When a villager reaches their home space, they are 

safe from the wisp and no longer move around the 
board.

 • Villagers at their home continue to take a turn during 
the game round. During their turn, these villagers only 



Using the charm 
counteR

 • At the beginning of the game, each player 
receives a fixed number of charms. The 
number of charms each player 
receives = TOTAL NUMBER OF PLAYERS + 2. 
For example, if there are three (3) players, each 
player receives five (5) charms (3 + 2). 

 • Once the number of charms for the game has 
been determined, each player places their 
marker at that number on the charm counter 
within their field. 

 • Each time a player casts a charm, they must 
move the marker on their charm counter 
one space from left to right.

 • Once a player has cast all of their charms, their 
marker is removed from the board.

Charm Counter

1
2

34
5

6

Cast a charm, move the marker

Race in the Vale
Min igame

2 -4 players,  |  Ages 7 and up  |  15  minutes

It’s been a damp, dark winter day and dusk is on the 
horizon. Villagers and spirits alike are in a hurry to cross 

the vale and reach home before nightfall.

Game setuP
1. Place all Wisp in the Vale side panels in the Larklamp 

with their front (artwork) sides facing outward. 

2. Each player chooses a game piece.

3. Each player sits in front of the field that is directly 
across the board from their home space.

4. Each player places their game piece in the start 
space of the field they are sitting in front of.

5. Determine the amount of charms each player 
receives for the game and place a marker indicating 
that number on each player’s charm counter (see 
Using the Charm Counter).

6. The youngest player goes first.

In Race in the Vale, all players (including 
the villagers) compete against each other, 
unlike Wisp in the Vale. 



Objective
Be the first player to cross the board and reach your home.

Player turns
Players take turns moving across the board and playing 
charms to clear their own path and disrupt the path of others. 

1. For each turn, players choose to do one (1) of three 
(3) possible actions:
1. Move 
2. Cast a field flip charm
3. Cast a field swap charm.

2. Player turns continue in a clockwise direction 
(including the player who is the wisp) until someone 
wins.

Options for taking a turn
Move Move one (1) light space in any 

direction (up, down, left or right) 
or across the river. All players, 
including the wisp, must cross the 
river according the rules outlined 
in The Board section above.

Cast a charm: 
Field Flip

Remove any side panel from the 
Larklamp.

Turn the panel around and replace 
it in the Larklamp with the the back 
(blank) side facing outward.

Cast a charm: 
Field Swap

Switch any two (2) side panels from 
the Larklamp.

Do not flip the panels when they are 
switched.

Landing in a 
shadow space

If, as a result of a field flip or a field swap, a player 
ends up in a shadow space, they must move back to 
the start space in their current field.

A player cannot cast a charm to put themselves in a 
shadow space.

Winning the Game
The first player to reach their home wins the game.

A player can not use a charm to undo the 
last charm that was cast.



Frequently asked questions
Can a player choose to pass (or not take action) 
during their turn?
No. A player must spend all of their actions during their 
turn. The only exception is in Wisp in the Vale, where villager 
players who have reached their home may choose to pass on 
their action. 

Can a player cross the river into a shadow space?
No. A player can only cross the river by passing from one 
light space to another.

In Wisp in the Vale can two or more villagers 
occupy the same space during gameplay?
Yes. Villagers do not interfere with each other’s progress 
when they occupy the same space.

In Wisp in the Vale can a villager be woken up 
from sleep if the wisp is on the same space?
Yes. However, the villager may be in danger of being put 
back to sleep on the wisp’s next turn, unless they move away 
beforehand.

In Race in the Vale what happens when a player 
runs out of charms?
That player may only use move actions.

In Race in the Vale is there a way a player can get 
additional charms?
No. The number of charms for each player is limited to those 
distributed during game setup. 

Created and designed by P. D. Warne. 

Game design intern: Steven Margolin. Special thanks to all of the Kickstarter 
backers who made the Larklamp and Wisp in the Vale possible. 

© 2015 Larklamp Magic Lantern Game System, Wisp in the Vale, Shadowfay 
and all related marks are TM and © P. D. Warne, all rights reserved.




